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Abstract 
Automatically recognising children’s speech is a very difficult 
task. This difficulty can be attributed to the high variability in 
children’s speech, both within and across speakers. The 
variability is due to developmental changes in children’s 
anatomy, speech production skills et cetera, and manifests itself, 
for example, in fundamental and formant frequencies, the 
frequency of disfluencies, and pronunciation quality. In this 
paper, we report the results of acoustic and auditory analyses of 
3-10-year-old European Portuguese children’s speech. 
Furthermore, we are able to correlate some of the pronunciation 
error patterns revealed by our analyses – such as the truncation 
of consonant clusters – with the errors made by a children’s 
speech recogniser trained on speech collected from the same 
age group. Other pronunciation error patterns seem to have little 
or no impact on speech recognition performance. In future 
work, we will attempt to use our findings to improve the 
performance of our recogniser.  
Index Terms: automatic speech recognition, children’s speech, 
acoustic analysis, auditory analysis, error analysis, European 
Portuguese, pronunciation quality 
1. Introduction 
Speech interfaces have tremendous potential in the education of 
children, with a wide variety of possible applications ranging 
from pronunciation training applications to educational games. 
However, automatically recognising children's speech is known 
to be very challenging. Recognisers trained on adult speech 
perform substantially worse on children's speech, and word 
error rates (WERs) are usually much higher than those on adult 
speech even when using a recogniser trained on children’s 
speech [1-6]. As one might expect, the WERs gradually 
decrease as the children get older [1-6]. 
The difficulty of automatically recognising children's speech 
can be attributed to it being acoustically and linguistically very 
different from adult speech [1, 2]. For instance, due to their 
smaller vocal tracts, the fundamental and formant frequencies 
of children's speech are higher [1, 2, 7-9]. What is particularly 
characteristic of children's speech is its higher variability as 
compared with adult speech, both within and across speakers 
[1, 2]. This variability is caused by rapid developmental 
changes in their anatomy, speech production et cetera, and 
manifests itself, for example, in speech rate, in the degree of 
spontaneity, in the frequency of disfluencies, in the values of 
fundamental and formant frequencies, as well as in 
pronunciation quality [1, 2, 7-11]. The highly variable values of 
acoustic parameters converge to adult levels at around 13-15 
years of age [9]. Research on age-related pronunciation error 
patterns, so-called phonological processes or deviations, have 
also been carried out widely (e.g. [12-14]). Studying and 
understanding the acoustic and linguistic patterns of children's 
speech is important for designing and implementing well-
functioning speech interfaces for children. 
This study focuses on European Portuguese (EP) children's 
speech in the context of automatic speech recognition (ASR). 
The goal of the study was to identify which pronunciation 
patterns in EP children's speech are important from the point of 
view of ASR performance. Previous work on the pronunciation 
patterns in EP children's speech includes studies carried out to 
identify common age-related phonological processes [15-17]. 
Phonetically, EP has characteristics that make the study of 
children's speech very interesting. Examples of such 
characteristics include a high frequency of vowel reduction and 
consonantal clusters, both within words and across word 
boundaries [15]. These two characteristics make EP difficult for 
young speakers to produce; their articulatory muscles are not 
developed enough for skilfully articulating all the speech 
sounds and clusters of speech sounds of the language. In fact, 
when children attempt to imitate adult speech, they use certain 
processes to simplify the production of speech sounds. Such 
simplification processes might have a negative impact on ASR 
performance [2]. 
In this paper, we report findings from a detailed analysis of 
errors made by an automatic speech recogniser trained and 
tested with 3-10-year-old EP children's speech. We also analyse 
children's vowel formants and pronunciation quality with 
respect to adult speech, and couple our findings with the 
performance of the children's speech recogniser. We describe 
the methodology used in this study in Section 2, and detail our 
findings in Section 3. Section 4 discusses our conclusions and 
plans for future work. 
2. Methodology 
To reach our goal, we analysed EP children's speech with 
specific reference to a speech recogniser built for a multimodal 
educational game aimed at 3-10-year-old Portuguese children 
[18]. We trained and tested the recogniser with speech extracted 
from a corpus of EP children's speech that was specifically 
collected with the educational game in mind. When carrying out 
the analysis, we focused on utterances that had ASR errors, as 
well as on utterances that had been recognised correctly but with 
a low confidence score. In addition, we automatically computed 
the acoustic distance between phones produced by children and 
phones produced by adults. This section describes the speech 
material, the automatic speech recogniser, and the methodology 
used in our study. The results of our analysis are reported in 
Section 3.  
2.1. Speech Material 
We used speech extracted from the CNG Corpus of European 
Portuguese Children’s Speech [18]. The corpus contains four 
types of utterances recorded from children aged 3-10: 
phonetically rich sentences, musical notes (e.g. dó), isolated 
cardinal numbers (e.g. 44), and sequences of cardinal numbers 
(e.g. 28, 29, 30, 31). The children were divided into two groups 
when developing the corpus: 3-6-year-olds and 7-10-year-olds. 
The prompts for both the cardinal numbers and the sequences 
of cardinal numbers were designed to be easier in the case of 
the 3-6-year-olds, who were also asked to produce fewer 
prompts. Depending on their age and reading skills, the children 
either read the prompts, or repeated them after a recording 
supervisor. The corpus comes with manually verified 
transcriptions, as well as annotations for filled pauses, noises, 
and incomplete, mispronounced and unintelligible words.  
Table 1. The main statistics of the speech material. 
  Training Test 
#Speakers 432 52 
#Word types 605 521 
    Ages 3-6     557     319 
    Ages 7-10     585     494 
#Word tokens 102,537 12,029 
    Ages 3-6     9553     1148 
    Ages 7-10     92,984     10,881 
hh:mm:ss 17:42:22 02:05:34 
    Ages 3-6     02:30:24     00:18:31 
    Ages 7-10     15:11:58     01:47:03 
 
2.2. Automatic Speech Recognition 
For the automatic speech recognition experiments reported in 
[18], we trained and tested several different Hidden Markov 
Model (HMM) -based speech recognisers with EP children's 
speech. Table 1 summarises the datasets used for training and 
testing the recognisers. The best-performing recogniser, which 
we also used in this study, was a cross-word triphone recogniser 
trained using a standard acoustic model training procedure with 
decision tree state tying (see e.g. [19]). Thirty-eight phone 
labels were used for training the triphones, which have 14 
Gaussian mixtures per state. The recogniser also comprises a 
silence model, a hesitation model and a noise model; the last 
two were trained utilising the annotations for filled pauses and 
noises that are available in the corpus. The recogniser was 
specifically trained for a multimodal educational game that 
expects isolated cardinal numbers, sequences of cardinal 
numbers and musical notes as speech input [18]. Therefore, we 
used constrained grammars for language modelling purposes: a 
list grammar for the musical notes, and structure grammars for 
the isolated cardinal numbers and the sequences of cardinal 
numbers. The grammar for the isolated cardinal numbers 
allowed cardinal numbers from 0 to 999, whereas the grammar 
for the sequences of cardinal numbers allowed sequences of 2-
4 cardinal numbers ranging from 0 to 999; the grammars 
corresponded both to the recorded data and to the expected 
speech input. During the experimentation phase, we recognised 
the phonetically rich sentences using a list grammar consisting 
of the phonetically rich sentences recorded for the corpus; the 
educational game itself does not use this type of speech input. 
For establishing a baseline, we used the female acoustic models 
from the EP language pack that comes with the Microsoft 
Speech Platform Runtime (Version 11) [20]. The models in the 
EP language pack comprise a mix of gender-dependent whole-
word models and cross-word triphones trained using several 
hundred hours of read and spontaneous speech collected from 
adult speakers of EP. We used the female acoustic models 
because the acoustic characteristics of children’s speech are 
more similar to adult female speech than to adult male speech 
[8, 9, 18]. 
Table 2. WERs (%) with a 95% confidence interval for all, for 
3-6-year-old, and for 7-10-year-old speakers in the evaluation 
test set. 
  
Full Test 
Set  
Ages 3-6 Ages 7-10 
Baseline 18.1 ± 0.7 49.2 ± 3.0 14.9 ± 0.7 
Children's ASR 10.0 ± 0.5 27.1 ± 2.6 8.2 ± 0.5 
 
Table 3. The WERs (%) of the children's speech recogniser 
per utterance type.  
  
Full 
Test Set 
Ages 3-
6 
Ages 7-
10 
Phonetically rich 10.4 25.6 6.6 
Musical notes 4.2 13.3 2.2 
Isolated cardinals 6.3 27.4 3.9 
Sequences of cardinals 10.6 33.3 9.7 
Overall (excl. phon. 
rich) 
9.8 29.3 8.7 
 
Table 4. The number of word substitution, insertion and 
deletion errors made by the children's speech recogniser, 
excluding the phonetically rich sentences.  
  
Full Test 
Set 
Ages 3-6 Ages 7-
10 
Substitutions 345 60 285 
Insertions 198 15 183 
Deletions 303 60 243 
 
 
 
 Fig. 1. Average GOP scores for 3-6-year-old and 7-10-year-old speakers, relative to the GOP scores of adult speakers. 
Table 2 summarises the speech recognition results obtained 
with the baseline recogniser and the children's speech 
recogniser. The children’s speech recogniser significantly 
outperformed the baseline recogniser. It improved by 45% 
relative over the performance of the baseline recogniser. The 
improvement was also 45% when calculated separately for both 
3-6-year-olds and 7-10-year-olds. Similar to other studies [3-5, 
7], the WERs were considerably higher in the case of the 
younger children.   
Table 3 lists the WERs of the children’s speech recogniser for 
each of the recorded utterance types. It also includes the overall 
WERs without phonetically rich sentences, which represent a 
prompt type that is not applicable to the educational game. 
Table 4 presents the corresponding number of substitution, 
insertion and deletion errors made by the children’s speech 
recogniser; the higher number of errors in the case of the 7-10-
year-olds reflects the larger amount of test data in their case. 
The results in Table 3 make it clear that the recognition 
performance of 3-6-year-olds leaves much to be desired. While 
the recognition performance of the different types of prompts 
also leaves room for improvement in the case of 7-10-year-olds, 
it may already be acceptable for the educational game – in 
particular in the case of musical notes and isolated cardinal 
numbers. 
2.3. Automatic Evaluation of Pronunciation Quality  
The Goodness of Pronunciation (GOP) algorithm was originally 
introduced to assess the quality of non-native speakers’ 
phoneme-level pronunciation in the context of Computer-
Assisted Language Learning (CALL) [21]. In this study, we 
used it to automatically evaluate the quality of the 
pronunciations produced by the children in our corpus. We 
investigated if the phone segments with high GOP scores 
corresponded to mispronunciations or articulatory phenomena 
typical of EP children’s speech. For this study, we computed the 
GOP scores by first carrying out a forced alignment of the 
speech utterances using the canonical pronunciations of the 
words in the orthographic transcriptions of those utterances. 
The GOP score for each phone segment p was then computed 
by calculating the likelihood ratio that the phone realisation 
corresponds to the phoneme that should have been spoken 
according to the canonical transcription, using the following 
formula: 
  	

 
  
  (1) 
where Np is the number of frames in phone segment p. To obtain 
the posterior probabilities for the GOP analysis, we used the 
hybrid HMM/MLP speech recognition system described in 
[22]. In this case, we used an MLP-based context-independent 
acoustic model with 39 softmax outputs (corresponding to the 
38 European Portuguese phonemes + silence). Notice that each 
one of the softmax outputs of the MLP acoustic model is 
interpreted as the posterior probability of the corresponding 
phoneme in connectionist speech recognition systems. The 
numerator in Eq. 1 was obtained from the forced alignment 
using the MLP outputs corresponding to the canonical 
transcriptions of words. The denominator was simply obtained 
through free phone recognition, i.e., based on the maximum 
value of MLP outputs. Essentially, the higher a GOP score is, 
the more likely it is that the phone in question was 
mispronounced. 
The acoustic model used for the GOP analysis was trained using 
a corpus of adult speech collected from broadcast news, which 
is dominated by speech from news anchors and other 
trained/experienced speakers. It can be assumed that this 
acoustic model, which has mainly been trained with carefully 
pronounced speech, together with the canonical transcriptions 
of the words in question, provides us with a good reference to 
compare the children’s speech with. 
We computed the GOP scores for all the utterances in our 
training and test sets. To serve as a reference, we also calculated 
the GOP scores for a small in-house corpus of European 
Portuguese young to middle-aged adults’ speech containing 
phonetically rich sentences read out by speakers aged 25-59. 
Figure 1 presents the average GOP scores for all the phones in 
the training and test sets with children’s speech, relative to the 
GOP scores for the young to middle-aged adults’ speech (for 
each phone, the average GOP score was normalised by dividing 
it by the corresponding average GOP score for adult speech). It 
illustrates how the quality of the phones produced by the 3-6-
year-olds is generally speaking poorer than the quality of the 
phones produced by the 7-10-year-olds. Furthermore, it 
highlights some the phonemes that the children have the most 
problems producing (e.g. [i], [S], [r]). To analyse which 
phonemes the children in our test set had the most problems 
with, we picked the 500 phone realisations that had the highest 
GOP scores (relative to adult speakers’ GOP scores) in each age 
group and calculated the percentage of each phoneme in those 
subsets. Table 5 shows the phonemes with the highest 
proportion of potential problems (5% of potential problems in 
the dataset) in the case of the 3-6-year-olds, and Table 6 
presents the same information for the 7-10-year-olds.  
Table 5. Phones with the highest proportion of 
potential problems in the case of 3-6-year-old test set 
speakers. 
Phone Percentage of Top-500 GOP scores 
r 14.2 
s 10.8 
  
i 9.2 
k 6.8 
6  
S 5.2 
 
Table 6. Phones with the highest proportion of 
potential problems in the case of 7-10-year-old test set 
speakers. 
Phone Percentage of Top-500 GOP scores 
S 45.4 
i 21.8 
s 9.8 
k 6.4 
 
2.4. Auditory Analysis 
We analysed the word substitution, insertion and deletion errors 
made by the children's speech recogniser on the set of test 
utterances excluding the phonetically rich sentences (see 
Section 2.2 and Table 4). In total, we analysed 87 errors made 
in the case of the 3-6-year-olds and 39 errors made in the case 
of the 7-10-year-olds. In some cases, the recogniser did not 
output any words for the whole utterance. A preliminary 
analysis of the utterances with recognition errors suggested that 
the word substitution errors would be the most interesting errors 
for a thorough auditory phonetic analysis, so we focused on 
those types of errors in particular. To get a better overall picture 
of the pronunciation patterns that might be important from the 
point of view of ASR performance, we also analysed utterances 
that had been recognised correctly but with a low confidence 
score (51 utterances from the 3-6-year-olds and 51 utterances 
from the 7-10-year-olds). Apart from listening to utterances 
with speech recognition issues, we have also listened to a 
number of utterances containing phones with large GOP values.  
Two qualified phoneticians, one an expert in Portuguese 
phonetics and another an expert in general auditory phonetics, 
carefully listened to all the test utterances that had been 
misrecognised by the children’s speech recogniser. They 
transcribed the children’s phonetic realisations of the 
misrecognised words using SAMPA (Speech Assessment 
Methods Phonetic Alphabet; [23]), compared their 
transcriptions with the standard transcriptions of the words in 
question, and categorised the differences between the two. The 
results of the auditory analysis are reported in Section 3.   
2.5. Acoustic Analysis of Vowel Formants 
We analysed EP children's vowels acoustically by computing 
the average formant values for the phonetically rich sentences 
in the training and test sets – a total of 1848 and 7077 
phonetically rich sentences recorded from the 3-6-year-olds and 
the 7-10-year-olds, respectively. To be able to compute the 
average formant values, we obtained phoneme-level 
segmentations by carrying out a forced alignment of the 
phonetically rich sentences using the hybrid HMM/MLP speech 
recognition system discussed in Section 2.3 and [22]. We used 
context-independent acoustic models for the forced alignment, 
as they are considered more suitable for linguistically motivated 
research than context-dependent models (e.g. [24]). We 
extracted the formant values (by calculating the average of three 
values taken at 1/3, 1/2 and 2/3 point of each vowel realisation), 
filtered out aberrant values, and drew the vowel charts using the 
Praat software [25]. To define the threshold values for filtering, 
we used the average F2 values for EP adult females [26] as a 
reference (cf. Section 2.2). Formant values that were 400 Hz 
below or above the reference values were considered as 
artefacts and were discarded. After filtering, we were left with 
a set of 5100 and a set of 24100 vowels for computing the 
average F1/F2 values for the 3-6-year-olds and the 7-10-year-
olds, respectively. Figure 2 illustrates the F1/F2 values for the 
nine oral vowels of EP, showing the expected shift in formant 
frequencies. In addition to the children's formant values, the 
figure presents the average F1/F2 values for 20-30-year-old 
females in our corpus of young to middle-aged adults’ speech. 
As one might expect, the children's formant values are higher 
than those of the adult females, with the younger group of 
children having the highest formant values. The F1/F2 chart is 
discussed in more detail in Section 3.2.  
 
Fig. 2. F1/F2 chart for 3-6-year-olds (dashed line), 7-10-year-
olds (plain line) and young female adults (dotted line). 
3. Results 
This section describes the findings from the auditory analysis 
(see Section 2.4) and the analysis of vowel formants (see 
Section 2.5). Before describing any pronunciations in this 
section, we must clarify that we have chosen to use a phonetic 
– rather than a phonological – representation of sound patterns 
because it is closer to the physical reality of language. 
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3.1. Consonants 
Previous studies [16, 17] have shown a high occurrence of 
consonant cluster reductions in EP children’s speech, and we 
observed the same phenomenon in our data. In fact, ASR errors 
were often related to the reduction of consonant clusters, 
especially in the case of liquids. For example, the word três 
('three') was often pronounced as [t”eS] instead of the standard 
pronunciation [tr”eS]. This mispronunciation accounted for 
10% of the misrecognitions and 10% of the correct recognition 
results with a low confidence score that we analysed. 
Considering the fact that children acquire the ability to 
accurately produce liquid consonants, such as [l] and [r], at the 
latter stage of their language acquisition process (at around 4 or 
5 years old of age), this finding is not surprising. The high 
frequency of potential problems with [r], which can be seen in 
Figure 1 and Table 5, seems to support this finding.  
The word um ([”u~]; 'one') was sometimes incorrectly 
recognised as the word onze ([”o~z@]; 'eleven'). We 
hypothesise that these ASR errors were related to background 
noise in the recordings or to the audible breathing of the 
speakers right after the production of the word um, which might 
have led the recogniser to confuse um with onze, whose 
pronunciation includes the alveolar fricative [z]. 
As for fricative consonants, the substitution of the phones [s] 
and [z] with their palatal equivalents [S] and [Z] was common 
in the case of the 3-6-year-olds. Examples of such substitutions 
include: 
• sete ('seven'): [s”Et@]  [S”Et@] 
• cinco ('five'): [s”i~ku]  [S”i~ku] 
• dezasseis ('sixteen'): [d@z6s”6jS]  [dZ6S”6jS] 
• dezassete ('seventeen'): [d@z6s”Et@]  [dZ6S”Et@] 
• dezoito ('eighteen'): [d@z”Ojtu]  [dZ”Ojtu] 
Interestingly, Table 5 suggests that the GOP algorithm is also 
able to identify the children’s problems producing [s] and [S]. 
The auditory analysis we have carried out so far suggests that 
the [s]/[S] and [z]/[Z] substitutions might be correlated with 
ASR errors. However, before drawing any conclusions, we 
intend to investigate the matter further by analysing the [s] and 
[S] realisations with very high GOP scores (see Table 5 but also 
Table 6 for the older children). 
When analysing the pronunciation of plosives, we observed the 
velar consonant [k] often being substituted with an alveolar stop 
in words like quinze ('fifteen'; [k”i~z@]  [t”i~z@]) and 
catorze ('fourteen'; [k6t”orz@]  [t6t”orz@]). This fronting 
process has also been reported in the literature [16] as one of the 
most common pronunciation patterns in EP children's speech. 
Interestingly, the GOP algorithm was also able to pick up the 
children’s problems producing [k] (see Tables 5 and 6). Another 
interesting observation is that this phone substitution, which 
crosses phonological categories, did not seem to have any major 
impact on ASR performance. This is probably due to the nature 
of our ASR task: the restricted grammars (see Section 2.2) 
together with the relatively small vocabulary might have 
allowed us to recover from some mispronunciations.   
We also found a devoicing deviation for the alveolar fricative 
[z] in words like zero and doze: 
• zero ('zero'): [z”Eru]  [s”Eru] or [z”Eru]  [S”Eru] 
• doze ('twelve'): [d”oz@]  [d”os@] 
To further analyse devoicing deviations in EP children’s 
speech, we will carry out an acoustic analysis of VOT (Voice 
Onset Time) in future research.  
3.2. Vowels 
The automatic analysis of pronunciation quality (see Figure 1 
and Tables 5 and 6) suggested that some of the vowels 
pronounced by the children in our corpus – most notably [i] and 
[e~]) – deviate from the same vowels pronounced by adults. 
However, based on our auditory analysis, vowels are usually 
pronounced correctly by the children, and any deviations in 
their pronunciation do not seem to result in ASR errors. In fact, 
we could not identify any word substitution errors caused by 
deviations in the pronunciation of vowels. Again, this might be 
because of the restricted grammars used in the ASR 
experiments. 
As for word deletion errors, one specific word caught our 
attention: the word e ('and') was often deleted by the recogniser 
in the case of cardinal numbers between 22 and 99. Although 
monosyllabic function words are known to be a common source 
of ASR errors, these errors also seemed to correlate with a 
pronunciation pattern that we could observe in the children's 
speech. In Portuguese, the orthographic form of these cardinal 
numbers includes e between the tens and the units (e.g. vinte e 
cinco (‘twenty-five’)). However, there are two alternative ways 
of pronouncing these cardinal numbers: one with the e 
(pronounced as an unstressed [i]) and another without. The 
speakers in the corpus often merged the pronunciation of e into 
the final vowel of the previous word. This phenomenon, which 
is typical of EP continuous speech also in the case of adult 
speakers, gives rise to a change in the syllable structure of the 
syntagm, which seemed to cause the children's speech 
recogniser to make a number of word deletion errors. The high 
proportions of [i] in Tables 5 and 6 reflects this particular 
phenomenon, examples of which include, for instance: 
• vinte e cinco ('twenty-five'): 
[v”i~t@ i s”i~ku]  [v”i~t i s”i~ku] 
• cinquenta e quatro ('fifty-four'): 
[si~k”we~t6 i k”watru]  [s”i~kwe~t i k”watru]  
The phenomenon of merging two adjacent segments is common 
in EP adult speech in the case of weak vowels, such as the near-
open central vowel [6], mainly when they appear in unstressed 
syllables and in the context of a syntagm [15, 27]. We 
discovered this phenomenon in the children’s speech when 
analysing phone realisations with high average GOP scores for 
[6] (see Table 5). However, we could not identify any 
connection with ASR errors in this case. Examples of this 
merging, or assimilation, phenomenon include:  
• a coisa agora ('the stuff now'):  
[6 k”ojz6  6g”Or6]  [6 k”ojz ag”Or6] 
• era assim ('it was like that'): [“Er6 6s”i~]  [“Er as”i~] 
The vowel formants F1 and F2 (see Figure 2) showed age-
related tendencies that did not seem to correlate with ASR 
errors. Although the vowel triangles of the 3-6-years-olds are 
very similar to those of the 7-10-year-olds, the triangle of the 3-
6-year-olds has higher F1 values, mainly for close and mid-
close vowels. This slight increase in F1 values could be 
expected as the "closer" articulation of the 3-6-year-olds is 
related to their vocal tracts being smaller than those of the 7-10-
year-olds. The centralization of the front vowels [i], [e] and [E] 
is reinforced by the total absence of lip rounding, showing that 
children become more skilled in their ability to control the 
articulators with age. This is a view shared by many experts in 
child language acquisition [12, 14]. 
3.3. Other Characteristics of EP Children's Speech 
We also observed other linguistic events, such as truncated 
words and repetitions (e.g. [k”wa  k”watru] for qua- quatro ('fo- 
four')), especially in the case of the 3-6-years-olds. We expected 
to observe these events, well-known as hesitations or 
disfluencies, as they are a characteristic of read speech [27]. 
However, similarly to [10], they did not have an impact on ASR 
performance. 
Compared with adult speech corpora, some children in this 
study uttered words with a reduced duration and/or a quiet 
voice. We believe that there is a psychological explanation for 
this: especially the younger children often reacted to the 
recording situation with shyness [18]. The words with a short 
duration and/or a low volume - in particular monosyllabic 
words with a simple syllable structure, accounted for a large 
part of the word deletion errors made by the recogniser. 
Examples of words that were frequently deleted include, for 
instance, e ('and'; [”i]), um ('one'; [”u~]), and sim ('yes'; [s”i~]).  
4. Conclusions and Discussion 
The goal of this study was to identify pronunciation patterns in 
European Portuguese children's speech that might be important 
from the point of view of ASR performance. We carefully 
analysed the errors made by an automatic speech recogniser 
trained and tested on 3-10-year-old children's speech. 
Furthermore, we analysed children's vowel formants and 
pronunciation quality with respect to adult speech, and coupled 
our findings with the performance of our children's speech 
recogniser. Our analyses confirmed the general tendencies in 
European Portuguese children’s pronunciation that have been 
described by others but they also provided us with valuable 
information on the pronunciation patterns that actually have an 
impact on ASR performance. Most notably, the simplification 
of consonant clusters clearly had a negative impact on ASR 
performance. Using the findings from our analyses, we intend 
to derive pronunciation rules for adding relevant pronunciation 
variants into a pronunciation lexicon used by our children's 
speech recogniser. Such an approach has previously led to 
significant decreases in word error rates when automatically 
recognising preschool children's speech [28].   
One of the techniques that we used to spot pronunciation error 
patterns in children's speech was the Goodness of Pronunciation 
(GOP) algorithm. The results of this analysis nicely correlated 
with the pronunciation error patterns found by two phoneticians 
listening to utterances that the children’s speech recogniser had 
recognised incorrectly or correctly but with a low confidence 
score. In addition, the results of the GOP analysis suggested that 
3-6-year-old children might also have frequent problems 
pronouncing some other phonemes, such as [6] and [t] (see 
Table 5). The high GOP scores for [6] were related to a common 
phone merging phenomenon in European Portuguese and did 
not result in ASR errors in the case of our children's speech 
recogniser. We have not yet carried out a thorough auditory 
analysis of the [t] realisations corresponding to the high GOP 
scores (see Table 5). However, our first impression is that a 
large number of the high scores result from [t] having been 
substituted with [k] – a phenomenon that is commonly referred 
to as backing and is typical of phonological disorders in 
children’s speech [29]. We intend to investigate this matter 
further in the near future. 
Due to the nature of the corpus and the restricted grammars used 
in the ASR experiments, the analyses reported in this paper 
clearly have their limitations. The types of utterances in the 
corpus are not fully representative of everyday language, and 
the restricted grammars are likely to have helped us recover 
from pronunciation errors that might have led to ASR errors had 
a larger vocabulary and a language model been used instead. 
For these two reasons, the findings of the study are hard to 
generalise to European Portuguese children's speech 
recognition tasks other than our own. Moreover, the data in the 
children's speech corpus is read or repeated speech and, as such, 
not fully representative of the speech input expected in the 
multimodal educational game that the children's speech 
recogniser was built for. Therefore, future studies will have to 
focus on collecting speech data with a wider variety of utterance 
types to ensure the diversity of the data from the phonetic and 
phonological point of view. In addition to that, the setting of 
future recordings will need to be revised to make sure that the 
recorded data is more representative of the type of speech that 
is of interest to us (spontaneous speech instead of read or 
repeated speech). The best option would be to collect more 
speech data by recording children’s verbal interaction with the 
multimodal educational game itself. 
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